Review 1: Can't say enough good things about this place =] Really nice folks, really
good food at a good price! They have excellent vegetarian and vegan options, and will
work with you on your needs. One of the managers has food allergies, so they
understand the seriousness of the issue. *If you have a plant-based diet, try the veggie
dumplings, they are to die for!

Review 2: I eat here quite a bit and each time I'm impressed more. The food is
absolutely delicious and the staff is incredibly friendly. The weekday lunch buffet is
an incredible spread that offers an extensive selection of food and allowed me to try
things that I would have not normally considered. Where I believe they truly shine is
with their entrees. Whether I get curry or try a dish that I haven't before the food is
prepared perfectly and tastes just as great. What began as a great restaurant
experience has made this Everest Tikka House my favorite place to eat in Fargo-
Moorhead through their consistency. I can't recommend this place enough!

Review 3: was excited to see this place and its high reviews. However, food was
beyond awful. Chicken Tikka Masala was just sauce with chicken. chicken was too dry.
chicken curry was more turmeric than curry and was awful. Naan was old and hard.
Tandoori chicken was oily, messy and just unpleasant to even look at. Daal had no
flavor. i did not even finish my first plate.

Review 4: Meh. I would rather drive 5 more miles to Passage to India thay has a huge
selection and delicious buffet. This one has a bland buffet. The newly opened Darbar
Palace is also a better option. Common folks please do the comparison before
reviewing.

Review 5: The first time I went, we were seated and offered water. 30 minutes later
nobody came to take our order. This was for a time without buffett. Next time I came for
buffet, the food was okay but pretty bland for Indian style food. The Nan was the best
part.

Third time I came the service got better and the food was much improved.

It's hard to come back from the first two, but I'll more than likely be back.

Review 6: "When are we going again!?!!" would be the sentence coming out of your
mouth as you walked away from Tikka Everest House restaurant! Tikka Everest
House is a harmonious combination of Indian & Nepali delights! The customer
service is very professional and very helpful! The Chai they serve is a true joy for
your mouth! The chapati, the chicken Tikka Masala, the veggie or meat samosa and
many other food items on the menu are trulrly the reason why their daily lunch buffet
is always packed with people! The pictures of the monuments and sceneries of
Nepal is breath taking! The ambiance is zen due to the lounge music & the ever
flowing fountain!

Review 7: Everest is not bad for Moorhead the staff is friendly maybe the guys are a
little too friendly towards my girlfriend felt awkward but service was okay
Food wise it looks good but the taste are a bit too mild and frankly bland ... Drive a few miles go to the fargo Indian

**Review 8**: Stopped in for dinner here. I'm not a huge fan. The floor was super slick from oil or stuff spilled on the floor.

Basically you get a plate, add whatever raw protein you would like, add any veggies you may want, go to a sauce counter and pick any combination of flavors you may want to try. Then you take it to the round cooking table and they take your plate and cook the food there in front of you.

The beef was like jerky once it was cooked. It comes frozen and then they cook it. I didn't try the chicken.

I ordered the fried dumplings as an app and they came out burnt, not fried. They had a terrible flavor.

Not a place I would see myself returning to but that's just not my thing.

**Review 9**: I enjoyed the set up "just shuffle to the left". And watching them cook on that circular stone was cool! There just wasn't a lot of flavor in it for me and I went the spicy sauces too. If it weren't for the heaping of fresh Cilantro I added, my dish would have been bland. Nice concept, could be tweaked a little though. Punch up the spice in the "spicy" sauces. Overall descent experience. Our waiter he was nice, helpful and bubbly. Oh their cocktails were awesome, that cranberry one...SO REFRESHING!

**Review 10**: The food is often very flavorful, with a generally well-maintained freshness. Occasionally a hit-and-miss experience for the lunch buffet, but those experiences are glossed over by the delicious free chai (yes please). I highly recommend the lunch buffet here, and especially on weekends.

**Review 11**: The food was delicious! We went for the lunch buffet. There weren't many choices, but everything they had was hot, fresh and flavorful. The spinach dish and tamarind chutney were my favorites. The basmati rice was pretty crunchy, but that was the only negative.

As for the rest of the experience...service was ok. Drinks were not refilled and the staff just stared at you as you went through the buffet which was pretty uncomfortable. It made you feel bad about going up a second time.

The decor was nothing special - our table felt like it was about to tip over.